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Abstract
In the process of making urban environment suitable, it is necessary to create spaces that have been adapted to today’s needs, as well as having requisite elements of executing secutity and have to be organized to adjust with modern technology. Recently valuable attention has been taken to security in our country as it’s practical consequences is to be gradually perceived, but no decision has been made to respond whole of the field security. This study was done with purpose of study of urban neighborhoods security improvement in the north Janat abad neighborhood in Tehran.
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The aim of this research is to identify the effective factors on the security of the people living in north janat abad neighborhood. From this base, the degree of security with creation of experimental model of security assessment (value tree) and surveying in 3 levels functional, physical and social is evaluated. In this research was using questionnaire technique for collected the data of 314 statistical samples also used SPSS software for analysis the data. According to the result of the research, variables relationship with "amount security in north janat abad neighborhood" in 3 levels "functional", "physical", "social".

In between variables, Identity of the neighborhood was the most effective factor on the degree of security of north janat abad neighborhood.
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